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Movie quotes funny farm

Beige Renegade Love in the movies plays best with a killer script. In fact, romantic films with well-written scripts give love a whole new meaning that audiences can only dream of. Maybe that's why we say this kind of love -- or at least that kind of topical, poetic dialogue -- can only exist in movies. To spread love, we project the most
romantic film clips of all time. We included our favorite one-liners voiced by everyone from Elio and Oliver to Troy Dyer and Lelina to Romeo and Juliet. Ready to feel your heart beat faster? Get ready to pass out over these romantic movie clips. Amazon Moonlight $8 Juan Store: Ok, let your head rest in my hand. Relax. I'm going to get
you. I promise I won't let you go. Dude, I got you. There you are. Ten seconds. Right there - you in the middle of the world. Amazon Reality bites $8 Troy store: Honey, all you have to be by the time you're 23 is yourself. I don't know who that is anymore. Yes. And we all love her. I love her. It breaks my heart over and over again, but I love
her. Amazon The Notebook $8 Noah Store: So it's not going to be easy. It's going to be very difficult. We're going to have to work on this every day, but I want to do this because I want you. I want you all, forever, every day. Amazon Eternal Sunshine of Spotless Mind $15 Clementine Store: That's It, Joel. He'll be gone soon. I know, I
know, I know. What are we going to do about it? Enjoy it. Amazon Middle of Nowhere $8 Ruby Store: Derek, where are you now? For all these years, the answer has been easy and clear. You were with me. Amazon Funny Face $5 Dick Shop: I love every broken bone in your body. Amazon The Danish Girl $15 Shop Lili: I love you be
because you're the only person that made sense to me. And it made me strong. Amazon The Big Sick $6 Kumail Shop: So I've been collecting some things, uh, that are important to me, and I wanted to show them to you. I call that a loyalty bag. I know I was a terrible boyfriend, but I've changed, and I'm the person you need me to be.
Amazon's $13 Samantha Shop: The heart is not like a box that gets full. It expands in size the more you love. I'm different from you. That doesn't make me love you any less. It makes me love you more. I'm yours and I'm not yours. And when I die, take him and cut him into little stars, and he will make the face of heaven so beautiful that
the whole world will fall in love at night and give no worship to the fancy sun. Amazon Romeo + Juliet $10 Juliet Shop: And when I die, take him and cut him into small stars, and it will make the face of heaven so nice that the whole world will fall in love by night and not pay worship for the fancy sun. Amazon Call Me By Name $13 Shop
Mr. Perlman: Our hearts and bodies are given to us only once. And before you know it, your heart is worn out, and, as for your body, there comes a point where no one looks at it, much less wants to approach it. Right now, there's sadness, pain. Don't kill it. Kill. With that joy you felt. Amazon Gone With the Wind $15 Rhett Shop: You have
to kiss and often, and from someone who knows how. Amazon Frida $5 Shop Tina: These two people really love each other and have no idea how truly miserable they are about to make each other. But--but--when two people know this and decide with their eyes wide open to face each other and get married anyway, then I don't think it's
conservative or delusional. I think it's radical and courageous and very romantic. Amazon Beginners $9 Shop Oliver: We didn't know how we learned the stories in our heads, but sometimes they stopped running, and I can actually see Anna's eyes in 2003. Her ears. Her legs. That's what it looks like when he says I love you in 2003.
Amazon Blue is the warmest color $13 Adèle store: I miss you. I miss not touching each other. We don't see each other, we don't breathe each other. I want you all the time, no one else. Amazon Fences $10 Shop Rose: I got all my feelings, my wants, and needs, and dreams, and I buried them inside you. I planted a seed and watched
and prayed over it. I planted inside you and waited for me to bloom! Amazon Blue Valentine $10 Dean Store: I don't know; I have a feeling about her. You know when a song comes and you just have to dance? Amazon Slumdog Millionaire $15 Latika Store: I thought we'd only meet at the death. Amazon Frances Ha $13 Shop Frances: It's
this thing when you're with someone, and you love them and they know it, and they love you and you know it, but it's a party and you're both talking about other people, and you're laughing and shining, and you look across the room and catch each other's eyes, but-but not because you're possessive or you're just sexual , but because this
is just sexual, but because this is your face in this life. It's this secret world that exists there in public, unnoticed, that no one else knows. Amazon Favorite $18 Store Baby Suggs: And the beat, beat, heart-loving. More than the lungs that still need to breathe free air. More than the uterus, which holds life. More than the private places that
give life. I love your heart. That's the prize. Amazon Disobedience $15 Ronit Store: Estee do you think I should go back early? No, I don't think you should leave at all? Amazon Moonrise Kingdom $15 Suzy Store: I think you still have lightning in you. Amazon Meet Joe Black $15 William Store: Multiply it with infinity, and get it in the
background forever, and you'll still barely get a taste of what I'm talking about. Amazon Is a Wonderful Life $14 Shop George: Want the Moon? Just say it and I'll throw a lasso around it and pull it down. I'll give you the moon. Amazon Brokeback Mountain $ 9 Jack Twist: I wish I knew how to leave you. Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comWw when
Dorothy finds herself plunked in a new and strange land she speaks this famous line about her dog. It's the perfect thing to say every time you meet something unknown. You can pretty much count on this kind of thing happening one by one twice a week. There's a reason this movie is a favorite classic that everyone has seen over and
over again. Transportation for life. And also, you know there's no place like home, right? Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comArnold Schwarzenegger isn't exactly known for being a thespian, so his line delivery worked perfectly as a robot killer. The exterminator delivers the famous line to a police station bureaucrat who won't let him in. Sure, it
comes back-this time barreling inside a car and destroying the police station and everything in it. Now the virtual line is also beloved as a meme or GIF. Want more scary movies? Here are the scariest movies of all time. Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comHumphry Bogart makes it look so smooth and cool to be completely practical. He sends Ilsa
and Laszlo to a great sacrifice for the greater good. He's thinking about long-term results. It's not governed by some absurd, romantic idea - because the problems of three little people don't amount to a hill of beans in this crazy world. Calling gorgeous Ingrid Bergman a child is perfect as she acts just like a flattened dad. Which is fine,
since they'll always have Paris. Add these 10 most romantic movies of all time to your list. Emma Kapotens/Rd.comBack on this day the line was doubly shocking because Clark Gable was cussing. That was pretty shocking, but how can he dump Miss Scarlett? It was so burning! Then she wandered into the fog, leaving her crying on that
Gothic staircase. Don't worry about it! He's going to go back to Tara and find a way to get him back. Because tomorrow's another day. See the list of movies that were better than the book. Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comChief Brody was occasionally tossing shark bait into the water, no big deal when we finally get a taste of jaws. It's
simulated. He back to the engine room of their tiny little ship and mutters the famous catchphrase. This is the perfect line to say whenever you feel overwhelmed by anything. It doesn't have to be a shark. Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comJack Nicholson's witness stand meltdown is melodrama at its best. It gets even better than Tom Cruise and
Kevin Bacon hamming it up in the background. I wish everyone could confess it easily. While Colonel Jessup may be grotesque, as he puts it, he saves lives. And you need him on the wall. But he also ordered the code red, and now he's going to jail. Emma Kapotens/Rd.comFelicia appears outside in front of the ice cube terrace and
constantly asks to borrow this and this. Everyone has an annoying neighbor, office companion, roomie or otherwise annoying person who needs to be properly rejected. These guys are now collectively known as Felicia. You don't have to answer these requests. Just say good-bye. It's done and done. It's a discarded line that's now
ubiquitous. Thank you, Felicia. Emma Kapotens/Rd.comTom Cruise comes and gives Renee Zellweger a great romantic talk. The big part is that we have to deliver it in front of a women's support group. Women. Finally, Renee interrupts him with her famous line and falls into his arms. Everybody's crying! It's even better than completing
me as a great phrase. You can replace almost everything for hello and stop your friends with: You had me in the coffee . . . Wine... Baseball... Ice cream. Watch one of these best tearjerker movies. Emma Kapotres/Rd.comClint Eastwood, aka Dirty Harry, pronounces this one-liner with characteristic grit. He's in battle with the slowest,
most uncoordinated crooks. One of them grabs a hostage. Eastwood throws the famous Smith &amp; Wesson and kills him with the infamous phrase. The criminal surrenders. Go ahead and say this line whenever you want to kill people (it works best if you pretend to be Clint Eastwood.) Emma Kapo bones/Rd.comCounterculture youth
made this thriller a cult favourite while fearing the daylight from their conservative parents. These are the legions of street gangs that run amok at night in the city. Each gang has a trick like wearing overalls, purple vests or baseball clothes with mime make-up. Fortunately, they mostly want to fight each other. A gang leader sing-songs the
infamous catchprase at the end while clicking glass bottles. This is a great line to use for your colleagues! Now, check out the most iconic movies in every state. Originally published as March 19, 2019 2019
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